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Abstract
A theory of rational belief should get the cases right.
It should also reach its verdicts using the right theo-
retical assumptions. Leading theories seem to predict
the wrong things. With only one exception, they don’t
accommodate principles that we should use to explain
these verdicts. We offer a theory of rational belief that
combines an attractive picture of epistemic desirabil-
ity with plausible principles connecting desirability to
rationality.

1 INTRODUCTION

A theory of rational belief should get the cases right1. It should predict intuitively compelling
verdicts or help us see things in a new light. It should also incorporate the principles we should
use to explain these verdicts. While extensional adequacy matters, intuitive verdicts are not our
only guide. A theory of rational belief should incorporate sound principles so that it might say the
right things for the right reasons.
Which theories do this? Unfortunately, we don’t think that any do. Leading theories predict too

little or predict the wrong things. No extant theory gets the cases right. We find only one theory
that accommodates attractive principles. Our most promising theories generally say the wrong
things for the wrong reasons.
We’ve stumbled upon a view thatwe think gets the cases right and can give the right explanation

for these verdicts. Readers might think that our theory will eventually meet the business end of
a counterexample, but we will show that it is distinctive in that it at least gets the data points
discussed below.
We tried to identify an explanatorily adequate theory of rational belief by looking at the

problems that arise for three of the most promising proposals in the literature:

Lockean: It is rational for you to believe p iff it is rational for you to be sufficiently
confident that you’d believe p accurately (Dorst, 2019; Easwaran, 2016; Foley, 2009;
Sturgeon, 2008).2
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2 Dutant et al

Normality: It is rational for you to believe p iff p is true in the most normal worlds
compatible with your evidence (Smith, 2016, 2018).

Knowledge Duplication: It is rational for you to believe p iff you’re sufficiently
similar on the inside to a thinker who knows p (Bird, 2007; Ichikawa, 2014; Miracchi,
2015; Reynolds, 2013; Rosenkranz, 2021; Simion et al., 2016; Smithies, 2012).3

We focus on these three because each captures an important insight that we should all want our
theories to account for.Our theory emerges by considering howwemight overcome the challenges
that these views face while retaining the insights that made these views attractive. We cannot
survey all the alternatives in the literature, but we think that it should be clear by the paper’s
conclusion how we’d argue against theories we don’t discuss here.4
The structure of this paper is straightforward. We present objections to the Lockean view, Nor-

mality, and Knowledge Duplication in that order. As we proceed, we diagnose the difficulties that
arise for these views. We propose our view in §3.

2 LOTTERY LOSSES

Consider:

Prisoners

One hundred prisoners were exercising in the yard when all but one of them put into
action a plan to attack the guard. Our defendant was in the yard when the attack
took place, but we have no further information available to determine whether the
defendant participated or not (Nesson, 1979).

Here’s a data point: it’s not reasonable to blame or punish the defendant for joining in the attack
(Buchak, 2014; Enoch & Spectre, 2021; Gardiner, 2019; Littlejohn, 2020; Moss, 2018b; Smith, 2018;
Thomson, 1986). Focus on attitudinal blame. If we were convinced that the defendant had freely
participated in this attack, we would blame them for it.5 Given the information we have, however,
blame isn’t reasonable. It might be reasonable if we learned more, but not now. Suspicion might
be reasonable. Fear or distrust might be reasonable. Blame seems to require being convinced that
the agent has done something bad. The guilty know what they’ve done and should feel guilt.
The doing is the right kind of thing to blame someone for. Thus, it’s reasonable to think that
it’s unreasonable to blame because we don’t have the information that would warrant attitudinal
blame.
The problem with this information, presumably, isn’t that the support it offers isn’t sufficiently

strong. Replace statistical evidence with an eyewitness and our intuitions about the reasonable-
ness of blame can change even if we should be less confident than in the original case (Harman,
1968; Nelkin, 2000; Smith, 2016). This means there’s a problem with the idea that the sufficiency
of sufficient evidence for attitudinal blame and the belief states that rationalise it is understood in
terms of strength. Bearing this in mind, we have our first argument against the Lockean view:

Against the Lockean View (I)
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Dutant et al 3

P1. According to the Lockean view, if it’s rational to be nearly certain that the
defendant is guilty, it’s rational to believe outright that she’s guilty.

P2. In Prisoners, however, it’s not rational to believe this outright even though it’s
rational to be nearly certain.

C. Thus, the Lockean view is mistaken.

The naked statistical evidence we have in Prisoners isn’t enough for rational belief (Statisti-
cal Insufficiency). It might warrant a high degree of confidence, but nothing more. That’s the
problem.
We can use Prisoners to formulate a second argument against the Lockean view:

Against the Lockean View (II)

P1. According to the Lockean view, it’s rational to believe the defendant to be guilty.

P2. It’s not rational to believe this when you’re in a position to know that you couldn’t
know whether the defendant was guilty.

C. Thus, the Lockean view is mistaken.

On the Lockean view, the proposition the defendant is guilty is sufficiently supported. So is
proposition you couldn’t know whether the defendant is guilty and its conjunction with the defen-
dant is guilty. This kind of naked statistical evidence seems to warrant attributions of ignorance
that aren’t compatible with rational outright belief (Statistical Ignorance).6 You should suspend
when you can know you couldn’t knowwhether something is so (Miracchi, 2019; Sosa, 2021). The
Lockean view doesn’t predict this connection between acknowledged ignorance and suspension.
The intuitions that underwrite the first argument figure prominently in arguments for Normal-

ity and Knowledge Duplication. Normality makes quick work of cases like Prisoners. When we
have only this statistical information to rely on, the situations in which we’re wrong about the
defendant aren’t less normal than the ones in which we’d judge correctly that the defendant is
guilty. Thus, we lack normic support for believing she’s guilty. Normality might also account for
Statistical Ignorance. It might be that situations in which we rationally believe without knowing
are much less normal than the situations in which we rationally believe and know (Goodman
& Salow, forthcoming). If so, it might be plausibly said that we cannot have normic support to
believe both that p is true and to believe that we couldn’t know whether p.7 If we help ourselves
to this not implausible assumption about knowledge, Normality accounts for Statistical Ignorance
and Statistical Insufficiency.
KnowledgeDuplication tells us that the impossibility of knowing in lottery situations is a reason

to think that the beliefs in question cannot be rationally held. As Bird puts it, “knowledge is the
standard against which beliefs are compared to see whether they count as justified” (2007: 84).
Statistical Ignorance, according to this way of thinking, explains Statistical Insufficiency.8
One might worry that we’re overlooking a reply on behalf of the Lockean view. The Lockean

view tells us (roughly) that rational beliefs are rational because there’s a level of support that
crosses a threshold. In formulating our objections, we’ve had to assume that the evidence (a) war-
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4 Dutant et al

rants a high degree of confidence and (b) the degree of confidence it warrants is sufficiently high.
Moral encroachment complicates things (Basu, 2019; Moss, 2018a). We assumed, perhaps naively,
thatwe should be nearly certain the defendant is guilty in Prisoners.Maybewe shouldn’t be nearly
certain the defendant is guilty (Gao, 2019;Moss, 2018b).Maybe the degree of certaintywarranted is
high but only high enough in cases where the practical or moral stakes aren’t so significant (Basu
& Schroeder, 2019). The Lockean view is off the hook if the Lockeans can deny that we should be
nearly certain or have a variable threshold that’s sensitive to moral factors (Locke, 2014).9
Our response is two-fold. We want a theory of rational belief that’s compatible with moral or

pragmatic encroachment. Still, we don’t appeal to encroachment to explain our verdicts about
lottery-type cases. We can strip out the morally salient features of the case and elicit the same
intuitions. Consider:

Rabbits

Four hundred rabbits were held in a large cage. All but one had spots. While hopping
around, one of the bunnies toppled the food bowl. We have no further information
about which of these adorable bunnies toppled the bowl (Schoeman, 1987).

Was the bowl toppled by a bunny with spots? Probably. We’re not convinced, however, that the
bunny without spots did not topple the bowl. Naked statistical evidence isn’t sufficient to warrant
being convinced that the causally responsible bunny had spots, but we don’t need pragmatic or
moral encroachment to explain this. There are no practical stakes and bunnies aren’t people to
whom anything epistemic is owed.
The second part of our response is that it’s not clear how the Lockeans can use moral encroach-

ment to explain Statistical Ignorance.We think that if it’s rational to be convinced that you couldn’t
know whether p given the information you might have, suspension is rationally required. We
don’t see how the Lockeans can appeal to pragmatic factors to explain why the recognition that
we couldn’t know whether p requires suspension.

2.1 Lottery Lessons

What lessons should be drawn from the lottery? Smith (2010: 11) thinks we should recognise that
this principle is false:

Comparative Accuracy: If it’s rational for you to believe q and it is more probable
on your evidence that p is true than q is, it’s rational for you to believe p.

AlongwithComparativeAccuracy, he rejects the idea that rational beliefs are rationalwhenever
the risk of believing in error is sufficiently small.
We agree. We think this is an important insight that our theories should capture. Before we

discuss the alternatives to the Lockean view, however, we should revisit an argument for Com-
parative Accuracy (Dorst, 2019; Easwaran, 2016; Pettigrew, 2016). We think it’s important to try to
pinpoint where this argument goes wrong.
Comparative Accuracy follows from these two claims:
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Dutant et al 5

Comparative Desirability: If it’s rational to believe q and believing p is more likely
to be objectively epistemically desirable than believing q, it’s rational to believe p.10

Veritism: A belief is objectively epistemically desirable iff it is true. It is undesir-
able to believe p otherwise. Suspension and lack of belief fall somewhere in between
(Goldman, 1999; Pettigrew, 2015; Whiting, 2013).

If we reject Comparative Accuracy, we must reject one of these claims. Smith seems to reject
Comparative Desirability. This suggests he might accept this diagnosis of the lottery case:

Even if we think of true beliefs as desirable and false beliefs as undesirable, it
doesn’t follow that rational beliefs are rational because theymaximise expected objec-
tive epistemic desirability. Rationality requires a different connection to truth, one
encoded in Normality.

Smith wouldn’t be alone in rejecting Comparative Accuracy without rejecting Veritism. Nor-
mality isn’t the only extant theory that seeks to explain our lottery intuitions without abandoning
Veritism.11 Even if rational beliefs are rational because connected ‘properly’ to the truth, the
connection between rationality and truth might require something different to the small risk of
error.
Consider an alternative response to the argument for ComparativeAccuracy.We reject Veritism

in favour of an alternative understanding of epistemic desirability:

Gnosticism: A belief is objectively epistemically desirable iff it constitutes knowl-
edge. It is undesirable to believe p otherwise. Suspension and lack of belief fall
somewhere in between (Gibbons, 2013; Littlejohn, 2013; Smithies, 2012; Williamson,
2000).12

On this view, accuracy is necessary but insufficient for objective epistemic desirability. This is
a natural view to adopt if you think, as Bird (2007) does, that knowledge is the standard against
which belief is measured. Gnosticism might seem attractive if you think that our curiosity isn’t
satisfied unless we know (Whitcomb, 2010). Belief might differ from credence in terms of its con-
nection to curiosity (e.g., the evidence that shouldn’t satisfy our curiosity might be insufficient
for outright belief, a state we’re in when our curiosity is sated). It might seem attractive if you
think that beliefs are supposed to put us ‘in touch’ with reality and not merely match it. Arguably,
beliefs do this when they constitute knowledge but not otherwise (Hyman, 1999). This gives us an
alternative diagnosis of where the argument for Comparative Accuracy goes wrong:
Because mere accuracy is not enough for epistemic desirability, we can reject Comparative

Accuracy but retain Comparative Desirability. When it’s clear that we cannot hope to acquire
knowledge, it’s not rational to believe even when it’s virtually certain that our beliefs will be accu-
rate. We have no reason (yet) to think that beliefs might agree in expected desirability and differ
in rational status.
On our diagnosis, it might be misguided to search for some connection between belief and

accuracy that holds in preface cases but not in lottery cases is misguided. Even if we found some
such relation, doubts about its normative significance might be warranted.
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6 Dutant et al

To evaluate these different diagnoses of where the argument for Comparative Accuracy errs,
we should examine Normality and Knowledge Duplication more closely.

3 PREFACE PROBLEMS

Consider:

Quiz: You (along with some epistemic peers) were given quiz questions on a diverse
range of topics. In each instance, you felt very confident that you knew the answer.
This confidence wasn’t misplaced. Each question concerned a different topic and
you happened to be quite knowledgeable in the relevant areas. After reviewing your
answers, the quiz master declares that you knew each of the answers except one’.13

Here’s another data point: it was reasonable to believe your answers in each case before you
learned that you made a mistake. Here’s yet another data point: you can know and reasonably
believe you made a mistake by relying on testimony of the kind provided by the quiz master.
Here’s a quotation that, we think, captures something important about this sort of case:

. . . there are important differences between the lottery and the preface. An especially
noteworthy one is that in the preface you can have knowledge of the propositions
that make up your book whereas in the lottery you do not know of any given ticket
that it will lose. This difference, however, is to be explained by the prerequisites of
knowledge, not those of rational belief (Foley 2009: 44).

Ignore the last sentence. Focus on what precedes it. Clear cases of knowledge are plausible
cases of rational belief. We think, as Foley does, that it’s plausible that it’s rational to believe each
of the known claims in Quiz and that each of the true things believed in Quiz would be known.
This includes the beliefs that correspond to the initial answers and the belief that there’s a flaw
hidden among the good answers. For completeness, we’d add that the difference between a true
belief (e.g., a belief that corresponded to your belief about chickens) and a false one (e.g., the
belief about carbon sequestration efforts in the United States) shouldn’t matter to rationality if
the beliefs are ‘similarly supported’. If this is right, we have our argument against Normality:

Against Normality

P1. According to Normality, the set of propositions it’s rational to believe at any given
time must be logically consistent.

P2. In Quiz, however, it’s rational to believe a set of propositions known to be incon-
sistent because it’s rational to believe each of the answers to the quiz questions and
to believe that one of these answers is mistaken.

C. Thus, Normality is mistaken.
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Dutant et al 7

Remember that your evidence provides normic support to those propositions true in the most
normal worlds compatible with your evidence. Since there’s no normal world in which each
proposition in an inconsistent set is true, we get (P1). Our ordinary ascriptions of knowledge
coupled with a heuristic linking clear cases of knowledge to rational belief supports (P2).
Have the Lockeans extracted their revenge? Perhaps. They get their revenge against some crit-

ics. This line of argument, we think is sufficient to show that rational belief doesn’t require normic
support. It does not undermineKnowledgeDuplication. As Foley observed, the beliefs formed ini-
tially were promising cases of knowledge and remain promising candidates for being known even
after the quizmaster informs you that you’vemade onemistake. Suppose the quiz consisted of 200
questions. You probably didn’t expect that you would know 199 of the answers. In each instance,
you should be more confident that you know the answer than you were initially. The confirma-
tion that your answers contained a flaw was very, very good news. In each instance but one, you
were the same on the inside as a knower because you’re the same on the inside as yourself. In the
remaining instance, you’d be sufficiently similar to someone else who had knowledge.14
Aswith our argument against the Lockean view,we’ve presented readerswith a short argument

containing a controversial premise. Smith rejects (P2).He thinks the testimony defeats the rational
support possessed initially when the beliefs are similarly supported (Smith, 2022). In denying this,
he might also deny Foley’s observation that we can know quite a lot in preface-type cases even
when we know that there’s some false belief hiding among the beliefs that initially constituted
knowledge, beliefs that he thinks we should now abandon. How can we settle this disagreement?
Should we say that the testimony defeats the rational standing of each belief on the assumption
that they are similarly supported? We shall argue that we shouldn’t.

3.1 Rationality without Consistency

Let’s play two rounds of ‘Would you rather?’ Modify Quiz slightly. You took the quiz along with
nine epistemically gifted friends. Let’s suppose further that one of two things might happen after
the quizmaster reveals the results:

(a) You will continue to believe each answer knowing that you’ve answered precisely
one question incorrectly.

(b) You will continue to believe each answer having learned that 9 of you submit-
ted answers that contained 10 mistakes each and that one of you submitted a set of
answers that was error-free.

Build into this what you must to convince yourself that each correct answer would be some-
thing the relevant thinker would know to be true at least prior to the quizmaster’s announcement.
Would you rather (a) or (b)?
We’re supposing that if you learn that 9 of the 10 sets of answers/beliefs contained 10 mistakes

the expected number of errors in each set of answers/beliefs is the same. Given this assumption
we conjecture that you’d rather (a) than (b). This suggests this fits your ratherings:
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8 Dutant et al

More thanOne isWorse: You’d rather retain your beliefs when it’s certain that pre-
cisely one of your beliefs is false than retain your beliefs when the expected number
of errors greatly exceeds one.

This is compatible with Normality. Normality tells us nothing about which belief set would be
worse to retain if retained. It also doesn’t tell us that it’s acceptable to retain either sets of beliefs.
It merely tells us that it’s not acceptable to believe each of the things believed initially when it’s
believed acceptably that one of these beliefs is mistaken.
Round two. If you learned that 9 of the submitted answers contained 10 errors and that one set

was error free, would you rather (b) continue to believe or (c) suspend judgment so that you no
longer continue to believe any of the things you believed initially? We think you’d rather (b) than
(c). This suggests this fits your ratherings:

More than One is Tolerable: Even when the number of expected errors greatly
exceeds one, you’d sometimes rather believe than suspend.

We think it’s sensible to endorse More than One is Tolerable. Why? Suppose your answer key
looks something like this:

Q1: What’s the capital of California? Sacramento.

Q2: In the War of the Roses, which house battled the Yorks? The Lancasters.

. . .

Q200: Who was the first woman to win the Nobel Prize? Marie Curie.

Given the similarity of support for each belief, we think that the information about the col-
lection tells us that it’s rationally mandatory to suspend in each case only if the information
provided gives a compelling reason to suspend when these beliefs are considered individually. On
our understanding of the case, there’s a reason to suspend when the expected number of errors
or expected number of ‘ignorant’ beliefs (i.e., beliefs that fail to constitute knowledge) is 9 only if
there’s a reason to suspend on whether Marie Curie was the first woman to win the Nobel Prize
given that the probability of knowing the answer isn’t greater than 191/200. Given that it seems
eminently reasonable to believe when it’s so likely that the answer is known, we think this belief
can remain in place. That holds for the others, too.
Of course, our choice of numbers wasn’t guided by anything important. Make the quiz 20,000

questions. Make the number of expected errors 4. Maybe 4 greatly exceeds 1. Upon pain of scep-
ticism, we’d better be able to believe when the probability that we know is .9998. Since we can
increase the number of questions as much as we like, denying More than One is Tolerable forces
us to either (i) embrace the view that rational belief requires being virtually certain that we know
or (ii) embrace a view on which the expected inaccuracy of the collection defeats the collected
beliefs even when it’s virtually certain that the beliefs in question have the properties that are
objectively epistemically desirable (e.g., that they are true and that they are known). We find (ii)
implausible for the reasons familiar from critiques of epistemic consequentialism.When it comes
to propositional attitudes like belief, it’s information about the attitudes qua particular attitude
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Dutant et al 9

and not qua attitude contained in a collection that matters to their rational status. This, we think,
is what the separateness of propositions intuition shows us (Berker, 2013).15 We find (i) implausi-
ble for reasons familiar from the start. We’ve been looking at views that predict that we’re rational
in testimony cases or perceptual cases evenwhen it’s not certain that we’re right or certain that we
know. We’re trying to explain the asymmetry between these cases and the lottery without appeal
to the idea that testimony or perception provides stronger support than the support we could have
in any lottery or any size.
Bearing this in mind, we have our argument that rationality tolerates inconsistency:

Against Consistency

P1. You’d rather (a) continue believing your initial 200 answers knowing that one
is mistaken than (b) continue believing your initial 200 answers when the expected
number of errors greatly exceeds one (e.g., upon learning that the expected number
of errors is 9).

P2. You’d rather (b) continue believing your initial 200 answers when the expected
number of errors greatly exceeds one (e.g., upon learning that the expected number
of errors is 9) than (c) suspend on these propositions when the expected number of
errors greatly exceeds one.

C. So, you’d sometimes rather believe than suspend evenwhen you know your beliefs
are inconsistent (e.g., when you retain your original 200 beliefs and believe one of
these beliefs is mistaken).

If your ratherings satisfy a transitivity constraint, we can argue from More than One is Worse
and More than One is Tolerable to the conclusion that rationality can tolerate believing a set of
similarly supported propositions that’s certain to contain one falsehood (Precisely one is Toler-
able). Whilst Normality is compatible with both More than One is Worse and More than One is
Tolerable, it must deny Precisely One is Tolerable. We’d rather deny Normality than reject More
than One is Worse or More than One is Tolerable. With regards to More than One is Worse, we
don’t see why having evidence that warrants outright belief that some unidentified belief con-
tains a flaw differs in kind from having evidence that warrants a high degree of confidence that
our belief set contains many flaws. Even if we assumed (which we don’t) that it’s worse to believe
whilst being certain that we’ve erred once on our quiz than it is to believe whilst having one
expected error, this acknowledgment that rational toxins are more toxic when believed present as
opposed to when feared to be present doesn’t undermine our argument.16

3.2 Recap

We agree with Smith’s (2016) insightful observation that lottery cases are a counterexample to
Comparative Accuracy.Weworry about proposed alternatives to conflict with Comparative Desir-
ability. The lesson we take from the intuitive difference between lottery and preface cases is not
that we need to go to the lab and look for increasingly complicated stories about how rational-
ity relates to (mere) accuracy but should instead consider alternatives to Veritism. Gnosticism
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10 Dutant et al

seems a natural alternative given that it seems that the prospect of acquiring knowledge seems to
correlate with our intuitions about when it would be rational to believe.

4 CHALLENGING CLOCKS

If, as Bird suggests, knowledge is the standard against which we evaluate belief, the pattern of
intuitions considered thus far makes sense. If epistemic norms concerned the truth and nothing
but, our intuitions don’t make sense. We think Gnosticism helps us identify the weak premise in
the argument forComparativeAccuracy. The problemwasVeritism, notComparativeDesirability.
We find Comparative Desirability comparatively plausible. Think about the Lockean treatment of
the preface. We assemble a large collection of similarly supported beliefs, one that has an excep-
tionally good ratio of true to false beliefs (the tf-ratio). The Lockeans, because they identify the
tf-ratio with the ratio of desirable to undesirable belief (the du-ratio), can say that each belief in
the collection is overwhelmingly likely to be one that’s desirable from the epistemic point of view
and thatmakes it difficult to deny that believing is rationally preferable to suspension. We can say
the same thing if we identify the du-ratio with the ratio of knowledge to ignorance (the ki-ratio).17
Each belief in the collection is also overwhelmingly likely to constitute knowledge. For us, this is
what matters.
We see two patterns of inference as quite compelling. When it’s nearly certain that some spe-

cific belief would be desirable from the epistemic point of view, it’s hard to make the case that
we should suspend. (To feel the force of this, it can help to abstract away from substantive spec-
ifications of what desirability amounts to.) When, however, it’s nearly certain that some specific
belief would be undesirable, it’s hard to make the case that we shouldn’t suspend. If we plug in
our preferred conception of epistemic desirability, it’s not surprising that we suspend in the lottery
or the Moorean case. Even if the tf-ratio is good, the ki-ratio will be terrible. This is why there’s
an important difference between the lottery and the preface. Whilst we might be certain in the
preface case that there’s some flawed belief in the collection, what seems to matter to questions
about whether to believe this or answer this question this way is how confident we can be that
this particular attitude is desirable.
We should acknowledge one thing. We’ve said little in this paper about why our preferred

understanding of epistemic desirability is better than the alternatives. Imaginative readers might
find some alternative understanding of desirability and wonder why we should prefer our view to
this one. One reason to prefer our approach is that it vindicates our intuitions.We should also note
that our view of desirability is supported by three observations that strike us as quite plausible.
The first is that a false belief is objectively epistemically undesirable. The second is that knowl-
edge is more desirable from the epistemic point of view than mere true belief. The third is that
if we’re systematically disconnected from reality because, say, we’re in Nozick’s (1974) experience
machine, we cannot have beliefs about the reality ‘behind’ the appearances that would be objec-
tively epistemically desirable. The second point is compatible with the view that each true belief
would be more desirable than suspension even if less desirable than knowledge. That view, when
combined with Comparative Desirability, leads right back to the view that we should believe in
the lottery case. That view, however, is ruled out by the third observation. There’s nothing in Noz-
ick’s experience machine or the brain in the vat examples that ensures that none of our beliefs
are true.18 They can be true. In that scenario, however, where there’s the occasional ‘mere match’
between belief and reality we don’t think that the odd accurate belief has the properties that make
desirable beliefs desirable. Gnosticism accommodates these three observations straightforwardly
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Dutant et al 11

given the conservative assumption that there’s more to knowledge than mere true belief and it
seems the most natural way to accommodate these three claims.
Isn’t this good news for Knowledge Duplication? It’s goodish. It’s easy to see why someone

might prefer Knowledge Duplication to Normality or the Lockean view, but reflection on ki-ratios
points us towards an alternative knowledge-centred view. Consider four observations:

O1. It’s not rational to believe outright: Alice attacked the guard, butwe couldn’t know
whether she did.

O2. It’s not rational to believe outright Alice attacked the guard if it’s rational to
believe outright that we couldn’t know whether she did.

O3. If you and a peer were given different quiz questions and you’re equally confident
that you each knew the answer, you cannot rationally believe your answer if you learn
that one of you didn’t know the answer.

O4. If you and your peers were each given 200 questions and you learned that each
of you made a mistake or two on your exams, you can each continue to rationally
believe each of your answers having learned this.

These observations concern someMoorean cases, preface cases, and cases of peer disagreement.
The cases differ in a myriad of ways, but what they share in common is some salient negative
epistemic appraisal. In the Moorean cases, these appraisals target specific beliefs. In the preface
and peer disagreement cases, they needn’t. We need a theory that explains why rationality might
be robust enough to persist in the face of information that supports some negative appraisals and
not others. We don’t think Knowledge Duplication is particularly helpful in thinking through
these differences.
Knowledge Duplication makes quick work of O1. You cannot be sufficiently internally sim-

ilar to someone who knows <p & ∼Kp> because knowledge is factive and distributes over
the conjunction. Hence, Knowledge Duplication predicts that it’s not rational to believe this
conjunction.
How does Knowledge Duplication handle O2? This observation is about the conjuncts. Whilst

it’s obvious that no single thinker can knowboth conjuncts, it’s not obviously impossible thatAlice
might be similar internally to Binh who knows p and internally similar to Charis who knows she
doesn’t know whether p.
Here are two bad suggestions for how we might account for O2 if we accept Knowledge Dupli-

cation. It would be bad to appeal to the conjunction rule (i.e., the idea that it’s rational to believe
conjunctions of things it is rational to believe) to explain O2.19 It would also be a bad idea to insist
that the set of things it’s rational for Alice to believemust each be known by some single thinker at
once. Remember our observation O4. To get the preface case right, wemust reject the conjunction
rule and we must allow that it’s rational for Alice to believe inconsistent sets of propositions.
To explain O2, the defenders of Knowledge Duplication have to say that Alice cannot be suf-

ficiently similar to two thinkers, one who knows p and another who knows she doesn’t know
whether p. Theymight be right to say this, butwe see no justification for this assumption.We don’t
offer O2 as a counterexample. We see it as a data point and don’t see how Knowledge Duplication
predicts it.
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12 Dutant et al

Consider O3. Binh answers a question about bears. Charis answers a question about cheetahs.
They know each other to be peers and learn that precisely one of them didn’t know the answer
to the quiz. Intuitively, they should suspend, not believe. Is it obvious that neither of them could
be similar to someone who knew the relevant answers? That’s not obvious to us. Ignoring the
quizmaster’s testimony, each could have been similar to knowers. When we take account of that
testimony, is it obvious that now neither is similar to a knower? Again, it’s not obvious to us. If
we introduce Dinesh and his answer about Danish designers and reformulate the case so that
Binh, Charis, and Dinesh are each .333 confident that they didn’t know the answer, are they now
sufficiently internal to some possible knower? How should we think about similarity relations
and the ratio of happy to unhappy outcomes? We don’t know. We just know that if the numbers
get large enough, it’s important to say that the thinkers can rationally believe. We feel like our
intuitions aren’t triggered by our understanding of the similarity relations between thinkers and
possible knowers. We worry that that ignorance is best explained by the fact that there’s no way
to recover the relevance of the different ki-ratios from facts about these similarity relations.
We think the most natural explanation of O1-O4 gives pride of place to ki-ratios. Why can’t you

rationally believe in the originalMoorean case? Because it’s certain you cannot know the conjunc-
tion. That gives us O1. Why can you rationally believe in the preface cases? Because each belief
is nearly certain to be something that can be known. That gives us O4. Why can’t you rationally
believe the conjuncts individually that make up the Moorean conjunction? Because these beliefs
aren’t sufficiently likely to be known. This predicts O2 and O3.
Think back to the quiz from the previous section:

Q1: What’s the capital of California? Sacramento.

Q2: In the War of the Roses, which house battled the Yorks? The Lancasters.

. . .

Q200: Who was the first woman to win the Nobel Prize? Marie Curie.

We can imagine variations on this case where we play around with different information about
the ki-ratios. If we assume that you’re equally confident that you knew the answers initially, think
that the likelihood of knowing the answer to some question is independent from that of knowing
others, and we imagine increasingly bad epistemic news, we should reach some point where the
quiz master says that you knew some answers but you nevertheless recognise that you are ratio-
nally required to suspend belief on Q65, the one about Irish neutrality inWorldWar II. When you
hit that point, the point at which you should suspend belief on whether Ireland was neutral, you
should suspend on the other answers, too. Remember the similarity of support.
Here’s an important detail. The quizmaster said that you knew some of the answers. Could you

continue to know now if we agree that you’ve reached a point where rationality requires you to
suspend because the ki-ratio is so poor and because in each case you’d be too likely to answer
without knowing the answer? Remember that the questions concern a diverse range of topics.
That you could have easily been wrong in answering that question about Ireland gives us little
reason to think you could have easily been wrong in answering that question about California or
theWar of the Roses. Maybe it’s both not rational to believe even if you assign positive probability
to the hypothesis that you’re in a position to know. If this is right, there might be a notion of risk
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Dutant et al 13

(i.e., the risk of believing what’s not known) that’s understood in terms of available information
that bears on what’s rational to believe and a notion of danger where objective features of the
situation that make it dangerous to believe can preclude knowledge. That the risk of believing
what’s not known is high doesn’t guarantee that there’s a real danger in, say, answering Q134
incorrectly. It might not be rational to give or stick by the original answer even if it’s possible in
spite of the risks of not knowing that you’re in a position to know.
We think rational thinkers will respond differently in the quiz cases depending upon how good

or bad the ki-ratio is. We think that that’s because these thinkers will conform to this norm:

Minimisation: It’s rational to believe iff the expected objective undesirability of
belief isn’t greater than that of its alternatives.

Given Gnosticism, this gives us:

Probable Knowledge: It’s rational to believe iff it’s sufficiently likely given the
thinker’s information that she can know.20

We would add two claims to this:

Not Worse: Whilst it’s undesirable to believe without knowing and undesirable to
fail to believe what can be known, the latter isn’t more undesirable than the former.

And:

Not Much Worse: Whilst it’s undesirable to believe without knowing and undesir-
able to fail to believe what can be known, the former isn’t vastly more undesirable
than the latter.

This yields a view on which rationally believing requires that it’s more likely than not that we
can know and allows that we can rationally believe when it’s not certain that we know. It handles
all the cases that Knowledge Duplication can handle. In addition, it handles O1-O4 with ease.

4.1 Clocks, Finally

We think that if Knowledge Duplication is going keep pace with Probable Knowledge, its propo-
nents need to explainwhy there should be some connection between ki-ratios, the risk of believing
what’s not known, and the similarity relations that are supposed to matter to rational belief. It
seems that they’d need to assume this to explain O1-O4:

No Improbable Knowledge: It’s possible to know p only when it’s more likely than
not that the thinker can know p.

If it’s possible to knowwhen it’s not likely that we know, it’s not clear whyO2 or O3would hold.
Because everyone who knows is maximally similar to themselves, Knowledge Duplication

implies:
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14 Dutant et al

Knowledge Sufficiency: It’s only possible to know p if it’s rational to believe p.21

Given No Improbable Knowledge, it’s only rational to believe when each of the conditions nec-
essary on knowledge are likely to obtain. Thus, given Knowledge Sufficiency, the defenders of
Knowledge Duplication would have to defend this, too:

No Improbable Rationality: It’s only possible to rationally believe p if it’s more
likely than not that it’s rational to believe p.

We think there are counterexamples to No Improbable Knowledge and No Improbable Ratio-
nality. The defenders of Knowledge Duplication are caught in a bind. If they don’t embrace No
Improbable Knowledge, they cannot explain O1-O4. If they do, their view is subject to coun-
terexamples that won’t arise for Probable Knowledge. Our view doesn’t commit us to Knowledge
Sufficiency or to No Improbable Knowledge.
Recall Williamson’s (2014) clock.Williamson’s clock has a face without markings and aminute

hand that might be found at one of 60 positions. You know the clock is perfectly reliable. Let’s
suppose that you know you can tell the hand’s location by looking within a margin of error (±1
minute) so that on the assumption that it’s 2 minutes past the hour, the strongest thing you can
know is that the time is within [1-3]. You also know that if it is 1 past, the strongest thing you
can know is that the time falls within [12-2]. If it’s 3, the strongest thing you can know is that the
time falls within [2-4]. On Williamson’s description of the case, when it’s 2, you assign positive
probability to three hypotheses compatible with your knowledge—that the strongest thing you
can know is that the time falls within [12-2], that the strongest think you can know is that the
time falls within [1-3], or that the strongest thing you can know is that the time falls within [2-4].
Given this description of the case, we have a counterexample to No Improbable Knowledge.

The strongest thing you can know (i.e., that the time falls within [1-3]) is known, but it’s not more
likely that you know this than you know something else.
What about No Improbable Rationality? Given your information, you assign equal probability

to three hypotheses about what you can know and rationally believe given suppositions about the
time. We list some of the propositions that might be rationally believed or known along the top of
the columns and the times we might suppose it to be in the cells to the left of each row:

t is in [12-2] t is in [1-3] t is in [2-4] t is not 12 t is not 3 t is not 4
Time is 1 K, R ∼K, ∼R ∼K, ∼R ∼K, ∼R K, R K, R
Time is 2 ∼K, ∼R K, R ∼K, ∼R K, R ∼K, ∼R K, R
Time is 3 ∼K, ∼R ∼K, ∼R K, R K, R ∼K, ∼R ∼K, ∼R

We’ll suppose the time is 2 minutes past. Had you seen the clock at 1 minute past, you could
rationally believe the time is within [12-2], but not that the time was within [1-3]. Had that been
rational to believe as well, you could combine that belief with the belief that the time is not at 3 to
work out that the time was either 1 or 2. Since you know you cannot know anything that strong,
we know that you cannot rationally believe the timewaswithin [1-3] if the time is 1. Notice that for
each time it might be, there will be a proposition that’s rational to believe (by virtue of Knowledge
Sufficiency and the description of the case) where it’s not likely given your information that it’s
rational to believe that thing. For example, it’s not rational to believe the time lies within [12-2] if
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Dutant et al 15

the time is either 2 or 3, so even if the time is 1, that the time lies within [12-2] is not more likely
than not to be rational given your information. Similarly, if the time were 1, it would be rational to
believe the time wasn’t 3, but it’s not rational to believe that inmost of the possibilities compatible
with your information.
Williamson’s preferred description of the clock case is controversial (Cohen&Comesaña, 2013;

Goodman, 2013). We don’t want to settle the controversy here, but we think it’s fair to use it to
make this point. If we think of Knowledge Duplication and Probable Knowledge as alternative
developments of a knowledge-first approach to rational belief, it’s fair to test these theories by
thinking about what they’d say given possible discoveries about the nature of the knowledge rela-
tion.Williamson’s take on his case give us some reason to think that wemight discover something
that seemed plausible in light of Radford’s (1966) examples which is that a thinker can rationally
doubt that they can know something and still be in a position to know. When, after much prod-
ding and protests that she doesn’t really know much about history, Alice tells us that the year
William the Conquerer landed was 1066, it’s very tempting to say that Alice knew after all. Given
the information available to her, maybe she should be nearly certain that she did not know the
answer. Probable Knowledge doesn’t force our hand and it explains our conflicting responses to
the case. In clear cases of knowledge, things look very good from the subject’s point of view.When
the information available indicates that it’s not likely that something is known, we think the (cor-
rect) judgment that it’s not rational to believe makes it harder for us to think of the case as a case
of knowledge, but the judgment that it’s not rational to believe doesn’t make it certain that they
don’t know.
Our picture is something like this. Lots of things dispose us to believe (e.g., the senses, our

apparentmemories, hunches, stored beliefs, patterns of reasoning) and dispose us to doubt. Dispo-
sitions to suspend should be resisted when it’s sufficiently likely given our information that we’ll
lose knowledge by suspending. Think of the preface. Dispositions to believe should be resisted
when it’s insufficiently likely given our information that by believing we’ll know. Think of seeing
∖ures in the mist when searching for a friend in a crowded market. Could someone with the hazy
impression knowingly identify a friend?Maybe. Shouldwe take the risk because of this possibility?
Maybe not.
We should revisit the rationale for Knowledge Duplication:

The idea behind [Knowledge Duplication] is that a subject’s belief is justified just
in case her intrinsic state is consistent with her having knowledge. It is trivial on
. . . [this view] that all cases of knowledge are cases of justified belief. So . . . [this
view] captures the right-to-left direction of J = K, and thus meets a weak version of
the ‘not-too-stingy’ desideratum . . . But it does not accept the left-to-right direction,
which ran so starkly against the NewEvil Demon intuition. Subjects in radical scepti-
cal scenarios are among those who have justified beliefs that fall short of knowledge.
My deceived counterparts withmisleading experiencesmay be intrinsic duplicates of
me; if so, their perceptual beliefs are justified, because mine is knowledge . . . [This
view] also places plausible constraints on justification: intuitively unjustified beliefs
are typically such that the subject’s internal state precludes knowledge (Ichikawa
2014: 190).

In this passage, Ichikawa explains why he thinks Knowledge Duplication builds on the
strengths of J = K (i.e., the view that we justifiably believe iff we know) but improves upon it by
capturing an important internalist intuition.22 There’s much here that we agree with.We agree, in
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16 Dutant et al

some sense, that if someone is internally similar to a rational believer, it shouldn’t be that it’s not
rational for them to believe just because they’re in a bad case. If rationality is a normative notion,
it’s properly better to think of it as connected to a kind of subjective normativity according to
which the subject’s information or perspective matters to normative standing and obscure objec-
tive matters of fact do not. If that’s our interest, however, then whilst we agree with Ichikawa that
the mere fact that someone doesn’t know doesn’t bear directly on whether it’s rational to believe,
we wonder why themere fact that someone knows should bear directly on whether it’s rational to
believe. Objective undesirability doesn’t make it subjectively or prospectively improper to believe.
That’s the lesson of the BIV case. By the same token, objective desirability doesn’t seem to suffice
for subjective or prospective propriety. That seems to be the lesson of the unmarked clock case.
When we’re internally like a knower and it’s virtually certain given our evidence that we don’t
know, it seems unwise to take the risk of believing in ways that would be objectively undesirable.
We think the intuitive rationale for Knowledge Duplication seems quite compelling when cases
of improbable knowledge aren’t salient. If a bit of autobiography can be forgiven, our intuitions
flipped when the improbable knowledge cases became salient. Replacing modal considerations
with probabilities and expectations seemed to us to capture the spirit of Knowledge Duplication
but handle a wider range of intuitions.
We think we can further weaken the intuitive case for Knowledge Duplication by thinking

about the relationship between knowledge and criticism. Inquiry, we think, is a practical endeav-
our, but oneworth thinking about because of the aim to acquire an epistemic good (e.g., coming to
know the answer to a question). Suppose Alice has access to two sets of encyclopaedias, the 14th
and 15th edition. The main difference between them is that a handful of errors found in the 14th
were corrected so the ki-ratio of the 15th edition is slightly better. Seated between the two sets, we’d
be hard pressed to think of any reasonwhyAlice should prefer using the 14th instead of the 15th to
answer her questions aboutmarsupials, but that’s what she did. She thus took an unnecessary risk
of relying on one of the false entries that was corrected in the 15th edition. She could still acquire
the knowledge she sought (e.g., to know whether all marsupials are native to Australia), but we
can still say that even if she knows because of what she read that there are marsupials endemic
to North America that she took an unnecessary risk. We don’t think that the happy outcome of
having acquired knowledge speaks to the question whether it was rational for her to conduct her
inquiry like this. This isn’t a pure epistemic case, but we think that it suggests that at least some-
times being internally similar to a knower isn’t a defence against the charge that our responses are
irrational becausewe’ve taken thewrong risks in the pursuit of something epistemically desirable.
We’re open to the possibility that something similar can happen in the epistemic case, that there
might be knowledge available to us that we won’t take up if we’re reasonable (Lasonen-Aarnio,
2010).

5 JUSTIFICATION BY DEGREES

Brown (2018) objects to the proposal that justified beliefs are just items of knowledge on the
grounds that it tells us nothing interesting about graded justification.23 If we identify knowledge
with justified belief, what would it mean to say that some belief on this view is “more justified”
than another? If I mistakenly believe p and you mistakenly believe q, neither of us know. We
might still want to say that you were more justified in your beliefs. Saying that a belief is justified
iff known sheds no light on how this might be. Similar worries might arise for Knowledge Dupli-
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Dutant et al 17

cation. We don’t know how to give a plausible account of the degree of justification in terms of
similarity relations between thinkers and possible knowers.
This line of objection to J = K might be too quick. Couldn’t Williamson simply say that the

degree of justification corresponds to something like evidential probability? Wouldn’t that give
Brown what she seeks? The problem with this response is that we want people to say plausi-
ble things about degrees of justification. Assuming that degrees of justification are thoeretically
important and that there are important connections between degrees of justification and justifi-
cation simpliciter, we want a theory that predicts that Binh cannot have more justification than
Alice if only Alice’s beliefs are justified. As we’ve seen in our discussion of Comparative Accuracy,
we know that if degrees of justification are understood in terms of evidential probability, we’ll get
violations of this principle:

Comparative Degrees: If it’s rational for you to believe q and the degree of
justification you have to believe p is greater, it’s rational to believe p.

Our impression is that part of the reason Brown is troubled byWilliamson’s view is that it seems
it won’t vindicate Comparative Degrees.
If a theory of justification should accommodate Comparative Degrees, our three main theories

don’t fare terriblywell. The Lockeans can give us a nice theory of the relation between justification
simpliciter and degree of justification. On their view, the degree of justification can be understood
in terms of the probability of the truth of the target proposition. It predicts that beliefs are justi-
fied simpliciterwhen the degree of justification crosses a threshold. Alas, their viewof justification
simpliciter conflicts with our intuitions. We don’t see crossing that threshold as sufficient for jus-
tification. This is one lesson of the lottery. The defenders of Normality can offer an alternative
understanding of degree of justification by offering a theory of degrees of normic support (Smith,
2016). We can have justification simpliciter in preface cases. Normality predicts we lack justifi-
cation simpliciter in such cases, so this doesn’t give us what we want, either. If Normality says
we don’t have a sufficient degree of justification, that’s not satisfying. If we have beliefs that are
justified simpliciter, we couldn’t lack the necessary degree of justification for having beliefs that
are justified simpliciter. If, on the other hand, Normality says that we have a high degree of jus-
tification in the preface cases but lack justification simpliciter, their view will inevitably violate
Comparative Degrees. We can cook up a non-preface case in which the degree of justification is
lower but we have beliefs that are justified simpliciter.
We’re off to a bad start. Let’s make things worse. Degree of justification should fit with our

best understanding of what makes objectively epistemically desirable beliefs desirable. Here’s the
rough idea. Rational thinkers shouldn’t be indifferent to the presence or absence of sufficient
rational support. If, however, there were no interesting connection between degree of justification
and epistemic desirability, it would seem that they could be rationally indifferent to its presence.
Suppose that believing p had a greater degree of justification than believing q and that believing p
was less likely to be desirable than believing q. If believing q were rational, Comparative Degrees
tells us that it should be rational to believe p, but for all that’s been said, suspending on whether p
might still have a greater degree of expected desirability than believing. We want to rule that sort
of thing out.
The easy fix is to connect degree of justification to the expected desirability of belief. We can

accommodate Comparative Degrees and Comparative Desirability if we identify the degree of
justification with the probability of meeting the conditions necessary for knowing. This should
solve the problem by ruling out the possibility that rational thinkers will be rightly indifferent to
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18 Dutant et al

the presence or absence of rational support, yielding a theory of rationality that’s extensionally
adequate and that seems to give us the right verdicts in the right ways.

6 A COMPELLING IDEA?

We’ve proceeded as if theories of rational belief are supposed to tell us what’s epistemically desir-
able and then identify principles linking objective desirability to rationality. Our preferred theory
of desirability is Gnosticism.Our preferred theory of the connection between rationality and desir-
ability is Minimisation. Given its popularity in the practical domain, it seemed only reasonable to
give it a try in the epistemic domain.
We think it’s a helpful exercise to see what happens if we try to formulate rival theories in

similar ways (i.e., by trying to see how some theory might understand objective desirability and
its connection to rationality). It would be worrisome, we think, if we cannot reconcile some view
with a plausible theory of desirability and a plausible theory of the connection between desirability
and rationality.
We don’t knowwhere the defenders of Normality stand onVeritism, but their view is equivalent

to the conjunction of Veritism and this principle linking rationality and desirability:
Normally Desirable: It is rational for you to believe if believing is objectively epistemically

desirable in the most normal worlds compatible with your evidence.
The defenders of Normality don’t have to say that this is a genuine principle of epistemic ratio-

nality. We worry that theories that don’t posit principles linking rationality to desirability have
less explanatory power than those theories that do. Is it supposed to be a brute fact that normic
support is the stuff epistemic rationality is made of?
One reason to be mildly sceptical about Normally Desirable is that it conflicts with this:

Better Chances: When considering two lotteries, L1 and L2, L1 is more desirable
than L2 if they have the same two possible outcomes but it’s more likely that the
more desirable outcome would result from choosing L1.24

To appreciate the conflict, think about the risks in a testimony case (L1) a preface case (L2).
If we’re assuming Veritism, we can arrange things so that we’re more likely to get the desirable
outcome in the preface case. Normally Desirable says that regardless of whether we understand
desirability in terms of accuracy or knowledge, believing is preferred to suspending in the testi-
mony case but suspending is preferred to believing in the preface case. If we think of ‘choosing’ L1
or L2 as believing and suspending as not choosing, Normally Desirable says that we should choose
L1 and not choose L2. If the defenders of Normality want to accommodate Better Chances, they
could reject Veritism and claim that normic support is the stuff objective epistemic desirability is
made of, but we think this isn’t a plausible claim about objective epistemic desirability. Everyone
seems to agree that false beliefs are undesirable from the epistemic point of view.
We find weak inductive evidence against Normality when we examine the practical analogue

of Normally Desirable:

Normally Desirable+: It is rational for you to choose an option if there isn’t
an option that’s more desirable in the most normal worlds compatible with your
evidence.
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Dutant et al 19

Suppose that if you take L1, you’ll win $5 if p and nothing otherwise. If you take L2, you’ll
win $5 if q and $.50 otherwise. Suppose further that you’re equally confident in p and in q and
have normic support for believing p and for believing q. It seems irrational to choose L1 over
L2, but Normally Desirable+ doesn’t predict this. In the most normal worlds compatible with
your evidence, the outcomes of both bets would be $5, but it’s hard to believe that the sweetener
attached to the second bet doesn’t make L2 the option to choose.
Consider Knowledge Duplication. Knowledge Duplication is equivalent to the conjunction of

Gnosticism and this:

Optimality Duplication: It’s rational to believe when you’re sufficiently similar
on the inside to someone who believes and therein maximises objective epistemic
desirability.

This principle, considered abstractly, seems strange. If we’re right that a thinker can know some
proposition in a collection of similarly supported propositions despite her knowledge that the ki-
ratio is bad, why would we think that it’s rational to continue believing the propositions that
happen to be known when there’s so little to be said for the similarly supported propositions that
are neither knownnor likely to be known? It’s also strange because the principle seems completely
misguided if we combine it with alternative conceptions of epistemic desirability. Combine Opti-
mality Duplication with Veritism and we’re left with the view that it’s rational to believe each
ticket in a large lottery will win. Even though it’s virtually certain that you’ll believe falsely by
believing such things, there’s someone in modal space who takes the chance and forms a true
belief. We doubt this principle identifies a normatively significant relation between options and
the properties that make them desirable. Defenders of Knowledge Duplication aren’t committed
toOptimality Duplication, but it would beworrisome if we couldn’t see KnowledgeDuplication as
combining a good theory of desirability with a good theory of the connection between desirability
and rationality.
We find weak inductive evidence against Optimality Duplication by thinking about the

practical analogue the principle:

Optimality Duplication+: It’s rational to choose X out of some option set when
you’re sufficiently similar internally to someone who chose X out of this option set
and thereby maximised objective desirability.

If you’re sufficiently similar on the inside to some adventurous internet shopper who paid mil-
lions for a lottery ticket advertised as ‘the winning’ ticket on eBay and won many millions more,
Optimality Duplication+ says that it’s rational for you to follow their lead. This is deeply implau-
sible. We cannot think of any reason why we should be optimistic about the epistemic analogue
of this principle.25
Some defenders of Knowledge Duplication might be sympathetic to Veritism.26 Knowledge

Duplication follows from the conjunction of Veritism and this principle:

Known Optimality Duplication: It’s rational to believe when you’re sufficiently
similar on the inside to someone who knows that they will maximise objective
epistemic desirability by believing.
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20 Dutant et al

Wemove knowledge out of the characterisation of the desirable epistemic result and find space
for it in a principle linking desirability to rationality.
Consider the practical analogue of this principle:

Known Optimality Duplication+: It’s rational to choose X out of some option set
when you’re sufficiently similar on the inside to someone who knows that they will
maximise objective desirability by choosing X out of this option set.

This principle is an improvement upon Optimality Duplication+ (e.g., it predicts that it’s
irrational to pay millions for lottery tickets that possibly will yield millions more), but Known
Optimality Duplication+ isn’t plausible. Consider Parfit’s (1988) miners case. We know that all
the miners are in one of two shafts, but have no more reason to think they are in shaft A than
shaft B. It starts to rain. If we leave the shafts uncovered, water will partially fill the mines killing
one miner in whichever mine the team is in. If we cover one shaft, we’d save each miner in that
shaft but completely flood the other and that would kill every miner in the shaft. It’s rational
to leave the shafts uncovered, but we know that that’s the only response that doesn’t maximise
objective desirability. Counterexamples to Known Optimality Duplication+ aren’t counterexam-
ples to Known Optimality Duplication, but they give us some reason to pause. If we love miners,
shouldn’t we be guided by probabilities rather than knowledge? If we loved the truth, doesn’t
something similar hold?
It’s rare for theories of rational belief to be stated explicitly in terms of a theory of objective desir-

ability and a principle that explains the connection between objective desirability to rationality.
Boghossian is an exception. He’s struck by the analogy between the imperatives to believe the
truth and shun error and the trader’s attempts to buy low and sell high (2008: 101). This analogy
isn’t perfect (e.g., you’d hope someone looking after your investments wouldn’t be put off by trade-
offs), but it’s not terrible. Still, some readers might be put off by the apparently consequentialist
character of our way of framing things.
What can we say in defence of our approach? First, judge the approach by its fruits. We see

no alternative that predicts the right verdicts. Second, consequentialism seems compelling. Foot
attributes this to the thought that it cannot be right to prefer a worse state of affairs to one that’s
better (1985: 198). If we think reasonable peoplewon’t preferwhat’s worse, by their lights, towhat’s
better, reasonable people confident in their normative outlookwill prefer theories that predict that
the thing to do or the thing to believe will pattern with our understanding of what’s desirable. In
a setting where nobody defends the view that the thing to do or believe is determined by what’s
objectivelymost desirable, it’s natural to look for views that use some information-relative notion
of desirability to vindicate our intuitions about choice or about belief. That’s whatwe’ve done. Our
view seems compelling because it captures the idea thatmade consequentialism seem compelling.
Foot didn’t deny this idea that reasonable people don’t prefer what’s worse by their own lights,

but Foot did deny consequentialism. She thought that if we thought of the desirable in the way
reasonable people do,we’d see that the compelling idea didn’t support consequentialismover non-
consequentialism. We feel that our approach is compatible with non-consequentialism even if it
can be presented in a (nearly) consequentialist way. Dreier (2011) reminds us that we can make
all kinds of views look (nearly) consequentialist. We can speak as if we think it’s a bad state of
affairs that people believe without knowing if we think that desirability should be understood in
terms of some kind of goodness, in terms of fittingness, or in terms of norm conformity. We see
the flexibility of the approach as part of its appeal.
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Dutant et al 21

If we thought that knowledge was a good thing to exist and ignorance was a bad thing, we
could interpret our view as saying that Probable Knowledge holds because conforming to Proba-
ble Knowledge ensures that we believe in ways that maximise expected epistemic value. Speaking
in our way, however, doesn’t commit us to anything as controversial as the view that epistemic
reasons are value-based.27 We could say instead that there are epistemic norms that enjoin us to
believe things we can know (K+) and to refrain from believing what we cannot know (K-) and
that what makes it objectively desirable or undesirable to believe or suspend has to do with con-
forming to such norms. As with the value-based theory, we don’t want to say that there’s a direct
connection between rationality and objective desirability in this sense. Instead, we’d want to say
thatwhenwe assign positive probability to the hypothesis that these objective reasons obtain, their
rational strength is determined by their objective weight and the probability that these reasons are
actual. We would break with recent authors who suggest that it’s by being in a position to know
facts that they have a bearing on rationality (Kiesewetter, 2017; Lord, 2018) and suggest instead
that these norms always bear on the rationality of belief and suspension when we assign positive
probability to the possibility that we’d violate them. It’s a familiar proposal now in the literature
on how non-consequentialists should think about uncertainty that given the (objective) duty to
conform to non-epistemic norms that the force or weight of the objective reasons to conform to
these norms should be discounted probabilistically (Lazar, 2020; Olsen, 2018). If we believed in
epistemic norms of the kind just described above, we could say that Probable Knowledge is true
because we minimise expected objective wrongfulness if we believe in accordance with it.
We don’t propose to ‘consequentialise’ epistemology, but we think we can come close by tele-

ologising it. Believers can be described as if they want to inscribe something of interest into the
belief box on the condition that it’s known. When it can be known, the failure to inscribe it is
objectively undesirable to some degree. When it cannot be known, the failure that results from
inscribing it is objectively undesirable to a greater degree. When it comes to questions of whether
it’s rational to believe or not, we compare the alternatives of believing and not believing in terms
of the expected undesirability of each.
Dreier conjectures that every plausible ethical theory can be consequentialised. This raises

an interesting question about the status of the debate between consequentialists and non-
consequentialists in ethics. In epistemology, it might be that no plausible theory can be
consequentialised. Still, we think something close to this idea should be considered. In conse-
quentialist ethical theories, we list the feasible alternatives and rank them in terms of some notion
of desirability that takes account of the total state of the world if some alternative is chosen. In
evaluating attitudes, we seem to care about the properties of this attitude in isolation. Isolating
this attitude from others doesn’t prevent us from stating the conditions under which it is desir-
able or undesirable to hold it or use comparisons of desirability to give us a notion of expected
undesirability.

7 CONCLUSION

We find the right theory of rational belief by combining the right theory of objective epistemic
desirability with a conservative theory of the connection between objective desirability and ratio-
nality of response. If we combine a theory of desirability that differs only slightly from Veritism
with the idea that we should minimise expected objective desirability, we arrive at the only view
that gets our cases right. It predicts that the preface differs from the lottery. It predicts that the ratio
of success to failure might bear on rational status without bearing on knowledge, thus explaining
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22 Dutant et al

why rational belief needs more than the mere possibility that we might know against all expecta-
tion. It predicts that rational beliefs are both more likely to be desirable than irrational beliefs and
that they’re justified to a greater degree than irrational beliefs. These, we think, are two truisms
that surprisingly aren’t accounted for by most familiar theories. We propose that rational beliefs
are rational because they are promising moves to make in the pursuit of knowledge.
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Errol Lord, Winnie Ma, Aidan McGlynn, Eliot Michaelson, Jennifer Nagel, David Papineau, Francesco Praolini,
Richard Pettigrew, Sven Rosenkranz, Bernhard Salow, Susan Schellenberg, Mark Schroeder, Matty Silverstein,
Mona Simion, Martin Smith, Ernest Sosa, Margot Strohminger, Kurt Sylvan, Sergio Tenenbaum, Jonathan Way,
Ralph Wedgwood, Robbie Williams, Christopher Willard-Kyle, Tim Williamson, Raphael Woolf, Juhani Yli-
Vakkuri, as well as audiences at Barcelona, Glasgow, the Dianoia Institute of Philosophy, King’s College London,
LSE, NYU-Abu Dhabi, Konstanz, and St. Andrews.

2Formulating the Lockean view is tricky because there are some cases where propositions are highly probable
on the thinker’s evidence provided that they aren’t believed (e.g., the proposition expressed by claims like, ’It’s
raining but I don’t believe that it is’). Thus, it’s not clear whether it’s better to formulate the view as saying that
it’s rational to believe when it’s rational to be very confident that something is true or to say that it’s rational to
believe when it’s rational to be very confident that some belief would be correct or accurate.

3For reasons of space, we abstract away from the differences between these approaches. We don’t think the
differences will matter here.

4We have been askedwhywe do not discuss (Conee& Feldman, 2004) evidentialist view, for example. In away, we
do. They think that a thinker’s evidence determines what that thinker has justification to believe and seem to be
open to proposals about howwemight distinguish between the relations between evidence and belief that confer
justification upon the latter and those that do not. We can see our three theories as telling us why some evidence
does (and some evidence does not) justify belief. There are places where they seem to suggest that they favour
something like (McCain, 2014) explanationist view of evidential support. We do not discuss that view here, but
readers can decide whether they think there is an explanationist view that can incorporate our principles and
get the data right. We explain why we think the explanationist view is not explanatorily adequate and why our
view seems to capture what made that view seem attractive in (Littlejohn & Dutant, forthcoming).

5While Papineau (2021) argues that we shouldn’t be unwilling to punish on the basis of naked statistical evidence,
he agrees with the points about blame. That’s sufficient for our purposes given that only outright beliefs about
blameworthy actions rationalise attitudinal blame.We think it’s helpful to follow the lead ofAdler (2002), Gordon
(1990),Owens (2013), andUnger (1975) in using the connections between rational belief and reasonable emotional
response to try to identify the theory we’re after.

6Notice there are two claims here. The first is that we know that we don’t know in lottery cases. The second is that
when we know we don’t know in these sorts of cases, suspension is mandatory. For dissent on the first point, see
Engel (2021), Gibbons (2013), and Sosa (2015). For dissent on the second, see McGlynn (2013).

7We explore the problems that Moorean cases present for Normality in (Littlejohn & Dutant, 2020).
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8Note that on views that say that we can know in lottery cases, it seems we should also be highly confident that
we know. In turn, it seems that it should be reasonable to blame in Prisoners since it would be virtually certain
that we knew the defendant to be guilty. That runs contrary to intuition.

9See also Neta (2022) for a discussion of the importance of controlling the possible factors that can vary the thresh-
old in evaluating the Lockean view.We assume that the threshold doesn’t shift because of things like the number
of beliefs we form and the increased risk of acquiring false beliefs. If the threshold shifts, it will have to do with
the desirability of particular attitudes.

10We are also assuming that, from the epistemic point of view, if it is undesirable to believe p (e.g., because p is false)
and undesirable to believe q (e.g., because q is false), it is notmore undesirable to hold one of these beliefs than the
other. Presumably, if we thought that the contents of these beliefs and, say, their practical importance mattered
to epistemic undesirability, we would not need the lottery cases to create trouble for Comparative Accuracy. We
can ultimately relax this assumption and allow for variations in undesirability (e.g., that it might be worse to
be wrong about p than it is to be wrong about q because, say, p-attitudes are important and q-attitudes are not),
but then we would reject Comparative Desirability. We could still retain Minimisation (introduced later in the
discussion) and our view would still emerge as the one view that gets the data right.

11Here are some important examples from the literature. Neta (2022) approaches the lottery cases using defeaters
and a broadly evidentialist framework that’s neutral on Veritism. Leitgeb (2014) never rejects Veritism. He
imposes a stability requirement to explain why rationally assigning a high degree of confidence alone isn’t suf-
ficient for rational belief. Nelkin (2000) approaches the lottery using a broadly explanationist view according
to which it’s not rational to believe things that are highly probable when we can see there’s no explanatory or
causal link between the target facts and our beliefs. Gardiner (2019, 2020) approaches these cases using a rele-
vant alternatives framework on which rationality can require eliminating certain alternative possibilities when
highly improbable without imposing a general threshold on rational belief across the board. See also Jackson’s
(forthcoming) discussion of the rational connections between belief and credence.

12 It can be difficult to distinguish gnostics (in this sense) from their critics becausewhilstmany epistemologists will
say that knowledge is the highest good or the aim of belief, some might accept the view, defended by Sosa (2015)
that accurate beliefs that fail to constitute knowledge are less desirable than knowledge but more desirable than
suspension. That view predicts, along with Veritism, that believing is preferable to suspending in lottery cases.

13This is our twist on Makinson’s (1965) preface case. The expert testimony is introduced to help remove the temp-
tation to think that the thinker isn’t convinced that an error has been made. The testimony should convince a
reasonable thinker, we think. We also want to remove the complication that thinkers might not be able to survey
their beliefs. For all that’s been said, our thinkers have committed the questions and their answers to memory.
Note that our quizmasters will often declare that people don’t know. The quizmaster doesn’t necessarily say that
errors were made.

14Note that a thinkermight discover, having initially thought her beliefs were based indirectly on a testifier’s obser-
vations, that her testifier had relied on naked statistical evidence. In this case, we think the thinker should
suspend even though her confidence that the target proposition is true might increase. In our case, we don’t
think we find this sort of thing happening. In our case, there’s an increase of confidence and the beliefs remain
rational. We think neither the Lockean view nor Normality properly explains the surprisingly complicated rela-
tionship between reasons to suspend and reasons to increase confidence. Credit, though, to the defenders of
Normality for pointing to this surprising phenomenon.

15Granted, the separateness of propositions intuition has been contested. See Talbot (2014) and (Dunn&Ahlstrom-
Vij, 2017).

16 Jackson (forthcoming) floats the possibility that statistical information that warrants a high degree of credence
that our beliefs contain undesirable properties impacts our beliefs differently than information that warrants
outright belief that our beliefs contain undesirable properties. This seems to fit with something we often seen in
discussions of the preface. In that literature, some have tried to suggest that preface writers aren’t inconsistent
because they don’t believe that their work contains errors (Clarke, 2017). That might be true in the usual set up.
It’s one reason why we’ve introduced evidence of an error that comes from expert testimony. We think fixating
on whether we believe outright or strongly suspect that a belief is false is unhelpful. Both can be toxic. We don’t
see any difference in kind between these toxins.

17We are using ‘ignorance’ so that a thinker is ‘ignorant’ if he believes but doesn’t know. Talk of ‘botched knowing’
might be clearer, but it’s cumbersome.
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24 Dutant et al

18See Kraft (2013) for an argument that most of us would know we held some true beliefs even if the sceptical
hypotheses were true.

19For discussions of the conjunction rule in the preface or the lottery, see Praolini (2019), Ryan (1996), Makinson
(1965), and Smith (2022).

20We think that one virtue of this view is that it doesn’t need a no-defeater clause, provided that we understand
defeaters as indicators that one ormore of the conditions necessary for knowledge hasn’t beenmet. In (Littlejohn
&Dutant, 2021), we argue that defeaters are really indicators of ignorance.We get partial defeat when some infor-
mation lowers the probability that we can know and full defeat when that probability is brought below threshold.
This view explains the puzzling phenomenon of evidence that can both boost a proposition’s probability whilst
being rationally toxic.

21Whilst this claim iswidely accepted, the reasons for accepting it nowdiffer quite significantly and pull in different
directions. For some, it’s a consequence of their preferred view of knowledge and seems to conflict with the
idea that knowledge is the normative standard against which belief is evaluated (Schroeder, 2021). For some,
it’s supposed to be a consequence of the idea that knowledge is the normative standard against which belief is
evaluated Sutton (2005), Bird (2007), Ichikawa (2014), Rosenkranz (2021), Gibbons (2013), Reynolds (2013), and
Smithies (2012). We’re sceptical. We think that non-human animals can know (e.g., our dogs and cats know that
it’s time for dinner, that we’re home, etc.) but we doubt that there are attitudes that they should or shouldn’t
have. If they cannot be held responsible for their responses, it’s not clear that the things they know are rational
for them to believe, not if rationality is a normative status. See Kornblith (2002) and Sylvan (2018) for discussion.
If knowledge doesn’t essentially ’contain’ any normative notion, it’s eligible to be the non-normative notion that
plays the kind of right-making role that accuracy plays in the Lockean theory.

22For defences of J=K, see Sutton (2005), Williamson (2007), McDowell (1995), Littlejohn (2013). We don’t feel
the need to reject J=K in this paper because we think that if anyone takes J=K seriously, they’re interested in
something like objective justification. It’s clear that theories of rationality don’t aspire to be theories of that. Like
Smithies (2012), we see this project as that of giving a ’subjective’ notion of justification.

23We don’t discuss here some of the concerns that have been raised about the notion of degrees of justification. See
Hawthorne and Logins (2021) for discussion.

24This is one of the rationality conditions that Resnik (1987) uses to justify expected utility theory.
25Smithies (2015) proposes something quite different. He thinks that we’re justified in X-ing whenwe’re justified in
believing that X-ing would be correct. Given his assumption that beliefs are correct iff they constitute knowledge,
this vindicates Knowledge Sufficiency and much besides. Here are two concerns with his crucial linking princi-
ple. What should we say about suspension? It’s not clear that suspension has a correctness condition, but then
the linking principle commits us to the view that suspension is never justified. We deny that. Suspension is justi-
fied when considering whether the number of stars is even. Suppose, however, that suspension has a correctness
condition because, say, every incorrect response has a correct alternative or because correctness corresponds to
objective propriety and it’s objectively proper to suspend in this case. His linking principle still seems problem-
atic. What if we’re in a situation where we cannot justifiably believe we know and cannot justifiably believe we
don’t know? If there’s no response we have justification to believe is correct, it seems we’d be stuck in a kind of
dilemma. Smithies might respond to this by suggesting that this just shows that we should embrace a kind of
access internalism that ensures that we always have justification to either believe we can know or cannot know.
Obviously, that’s a controversial view to defend. We note that the practical cases give us reason to doubt the prac-
tical analogue of the linking principle. In the miners case, we should choose an option we are certain won’t be
objectively best. That looks like a case where we know an action is justified and know that that that action is not
correct. Our conjecture is that his view is one of many very similar views in the literature that are very close to
getting everything right, but needs some readjustment to deal with uncertainty about whether we can know. We
see our view as the next step in the development of this knowledge-first approach.

26We don’t know if Schroeder (2021) accepts Veritism. He defends Knowledge Duplication and seems to reject
Gnosticism.

27For scepticism about value-based approaches to epistemic reasons or rationality, see Côté-Bouchard (2017) and
Raz (2011). See Lemos (1994) for a considered defence of the view that states of affairs in which we have true
beliefs or knowledge can be good.
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